Here are some of the speakers and topics we are currently reviewing for selection to present at the summit with MORE TO COME!!!

☆ Practical Solutions for Healthcare Facility to Prevent Exposures to Opportunistic Fungal Pathogens and Waterborne Pathogens
  ◊ Andreas Wagner, CIH, COH – Golder Associates

☆ IH Measuring Equipment Made Simple – Good, Bad, and Pitfalls
  ◊ Yaniv Zagagi, CIH, CSP – Golder Associates

☆ Understanding your Safety DNA
  ◊ Neil Dempster, Ph.D., MBA, CSP – Clearview Performance Systems

☆ If safety culture is our holy grail, why are we (still) driving our safety program through compliance?
  ◊ Jonathan Klane, M.S.Ed., CIH, CSP, CHMM, CET – ASU

☆ Coca-Cola Operational Excellence; A Safety Diagnostic Event
  ◊ Brandon Wiseman and James Sherman Rogers – Swire Coca-Cola

☆ Making the Business Case for Safety Management Systems
  ◊ Todd Grover – The Master Lock Company

☆ Safety Super Powers – Do you have the Power of Influence?
  ◊ Eldeen Pozniak, BA, BSc, CEES, CHSC, CHSMSA, CRSP, FIIRSM, CMIO SH

☆ Situational Awareness: Using O.O.D.A. (Observe-Orient-Decide-Act)
  ◊ Ernest Encinas – Arizona Department of Administration

☆ Game Day Motivational Presentation
  ◊ Mark A. Hernandez – Multiply Leadership

☆ How incidents impact employers’ workers’ compensation and E-Mod
  ◊ Ben Garland – Sunbelt Insurance Holdings

☆ Risk Management
  ◊ Bill Warren, M.Ed – CopperPoint Insurance

ATTENDEES sign up @ https://az.assp.org/events/2019summit1/
SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS @ https://az.assp.org/events/2019summit2